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CONSTRUCTION OF A GRAPHICAL CHART FOR THE DETERMINATION 
OF RANKINE'S CYCLE EFFICIENCIES AND ITS APPLICATION IN COM­
PARING ENGINE AND TURBINE TESTS.
. as • IS 'O ,
Introduction.
The history of the world is teaching us that the prime 
mover of the progress of civilization has always been and 
probably will be eagerness for commodities.
There has not been an invention made, that in a more or 
less marked degree does not have commodity for its aim. Com­
modity is here spoken of in its broadest sense.
In the course of time we have been metamorphizing the 
prime mover of our world's civilization. In prehistoric 
times this mover consisted simply of human comfort, later, 
as the needs of the people increased, the factors safety and 
fashion were introduced; and not until recent years the most 
important of all factors was introduced, namely, time.
The problem of to-day is to save time and to use it in 
the best way possible.
Taking now, one of the innumerable phases of this problem, 
we come to a synthetical discussion of time-saving in 
engineering practice, and some of the means that have been 
utilized to accomplish it. One important time-saving device 
in engineering practice is the use of graphical methods to 
shorten computations.
Experimental engineering has been the chief promoter of
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the use of charts to show results and from which to obtain 
the empirical formulae that rule our engineering calculations
By the use of charts a better average of results can be 
obtained and many a time even the error of personal equation 
can be eliminated. Results can readily be obtained from 
charts with even more accuracy than those which served to 
construct it; hence, the inestimable value of graphical 
representation of results.
Presently, we have reached a stage of development in 
handling charts which makes us able to perform somewhat 
complex and intricate operations, giving results within 
reasonable limits of error.
I he object of this thesis is to construct a chart by 
means of thich the efficiency of any steam engine or turbine 
can be readily found if the conditions under which the 
machine runs are known.
Efficiency has been, and will be the problem of the 
engineer. There is a certain class of engineering called 
dynamic engineering because it deals directly with moving 
mechanisms and the forces involved. Mechanical and electrical 
engineering with all their subordinate branches constitute 
the largest part of dynamic engineering.
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CHAPTER I.
Efficiencies of Prime Movers.
Whenever energy is put into a machine for its transform­
ation, a certain amount is lost in the form of heat. The ratio 
of the energy obtained from the machine to that previously 
put in, is termed efficiency. It is intended to determine 
graphically, the efficiencies of steam motors working under 
ideal conditions, and to discuss the effects of certain lim­
itations imposed on them by practice.
Before we proceed with this discussion a preliminary con­
sideration of the behavior of gaseous media in the cylinder 
will help to understand what is meant by the different 
effieiencies of engines.
A thermodynamic cycle is a definite succession of pro­
cesses thru which a medium is made to pass in order to per­
form a required function.
The Carnot cycle which is one of the cycles of maximum 
efficiency, consists of four processes :as shown in Fig. 1.
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1- AB- isothermal expansion (in boiler).
2 - BC- adiabatic expansion (in cylinder).
3- CD- isothermal compression (in condenser).
4- DA- adiabatic compression (in separate cylinder).
Efficiency ~  ______itsZ.'2_ 1 ^ I _
q( (s2 - s, ) t,
Now we will apply this criterion to saturated vapors, 
oince the constant pressure line of a saturated vapor is also 
isothermal, three of the processes of Carnot’s cycle are 
approximately attainable in a vapor motor, namely: isothermal 
expansion, adiabatic expansion, and isothermal compression.
The adiabatic compression might also be accomplished by the 
proper arrangement of the organs of the motor, tho in practice 
this is never attempted. Hence, this cycle may be good to 
establish a standard but it is not well-adapted to vapor 
motors. In view of this fact, efforts were made to establish 
a more proper cycle and the following was described by 
Professor Eankine of the University of Glasgow.
If in the actual engine the isothermal compression is 
continued until the vapor is entirely condensed, the lower 
isothermal (Fig. 2) has been prolonged up to its intersection 
with the liquid curve s' at the point D.
The medium in the liquid state is then forced into the 
boiler by a pump and is there heated to the boiling point at 
temperature T( . This process is represented by the portion 
of the liquid curve DA. If it be assumed that the cylinder 
has no clearance, this sequence of processes will appear
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in the P - V coordinates as shown in Fig. 3 .
Fig. 2
The heat analysis of the cycle will then be as follows: 
The heat supplied from the boiler per pound of steam -
v
= % n+  - q| —  q.'z + r ; x B
Where qj - heat of liquid at state 1, 
qg- heat of liquid at state 2, 
r, - latent heat of steam at state 1, 
quality of 3team at point B, 
and the heat rejected to the condenser,
r2 XC
where rg - latent heat of steam at state 2 
x.- quality of steam at point C 
Hence, the heat transformed into work is
I, ^2“ *^7 *2.
and the efficiency of the cycle is
6 •
n =3_:_Sa. 
^  q. q; - q;+r, x~~
rz X C
q-q^r, x&
It is evident that this cycle is not as efficient as 
Carnot’s, hut it is more suitable for the case of saturated 
vapors, since it is almost absolutely adaptable to the con­
ditions met in practice with actual engines.
The steam consumption in pounds of steam per horse power 
hour is
N — _2546_
q.
_____ 2546_
q ; - 5 ^ ~ w c
But since q(' +  r, xB is practically equal to iB the heat 
content of steam in state B and similarly ^  xc = ic j 
the expression for the steam consumption will become:
N — 2546
3  1 C
and under the same assumptions the efficiency becomes:
T
1 — r2 xc
H -
Applying this criterion to superheated steam, we have 
changed our cycle diagram to that represented in Fig. 4 .
The heat q ( supplied from the source is increased 
by the heat represented by the area B( B E E( , which comes 
from the superheater, and the heat available for the trans­
formation into work is increased by the amount represented 
by the area F B  E C. Evidently the efficiency of the ideal 
cycle is increased by the use of superheated steam but the
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&saturated region, as it is usually the case, we have the heat 
rejected
°‘2.~ 2-c
The heat transformed into work is therefore
Zz= ^-(<4 +  rz xj
and the efficiency is
A very similar expression to that previously obtained for the 
case of saturated steam.
The steam consumption becomes in this case
N 2546
(qi-t- xc )
2546
: E “  j C
incomplete expansion. Because of the large specific 
volume of saturated steam at low pressures, it is usually im­
practicable to continue the adiabatic expansion down to the 
lower pressure p*. The exhaust valve opens and releases the 
steam at a pressure somewhat higher than p&. The passage of 
the steam from the cylinder is an irreversible process in the 
nature of a free expansion and is indicated on the P V dia­
gram by the drop in pressure E P (Fig. 6 )
The actual process may be replaced by an assumed rever­
sible process: cooling at constant volume. This process is
represented on the T S diagram (Fig. 5) by a constant volume 
line E F.
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0 V
Fig. 5 Fig. 6
Evidently this "cutting off the toe" of the diagram 
results in a decrease of the ideal efficiency, hut it is • 
justified by the small cylinder volume required.
Denoting by p3 the pressure at E, the end of the adia­
batic expansion we have:
Heat absorbed by medium
a,= *i+ r .
Heat rejected by medium
Z~~  '  g-F i FJ>
=  ut- ^
= <^ x Frz
Heat transformed into work
— n —  n*
Where
q. “ q2.=  q.“*" xBr. **/«,) -  xr(r2 - /o2 )
x b — quality of steam at B,
xe - " " " " E>
X F ~ n ti P,
10.
ftz — internal latent heat In state 2 ,
(° *  =  " " » « .* 3 ^
One of the most important problems of the engineer is to 
adjust the limiting pressures in order to obtain the maximum 
efficiency of the machine. Thus, a brief explanation of the 
effects of changing the limiting pressures will probably 
prove useful.
If the upper pressure p( be raised to pf while the 
lower pressure p2 is kept the same, the effect is to increase 
both q( , heat absorbed, and q( - q&, the available heat, by 
an amount represented by the area A A b ' B (Pig. 7 ). Evidently 
the ideal efficiency is thus increased. If Pg be lowered to 
P2 > keeping p( the same, is decreased and q( - qg increased 
without any change in q( . For the ideal Rankine cycle the 
increase of available heat would be the heat represented by 
the area D'D C 0». For the modified cycle with incomplete 
expansion, however, the increase is represented by the relative 
ly small area D D FF . We may draw the conclusion that in the
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actual steam engine, the limitation imposed by the cylinder 
volume, prevents us from realizing much improvement in 
effieiency by lowering the back pressure p2 . Herein lies 
the important difference between the steam engine and the
steam turbine. With the turbine, as will be shown, a lowering
of the condenser pressure results in a marked increase in
efficiency.
In the case of the ideal Rankine cycle, the following 
conditions are assumed:
1- That the wall of the cylinder and piston are non­
conducting, so that the expansion after cut-off is truly 
adiabatic.
2- Instantaneous action of valves and ample port area
so that free expansion or wiredrawing of the steam may not 
occur.
3- No clearance.
In the actual engine none of these conditions can be 
absolutely fulfilled. The metal of the cylinder and piston 
conducts heat, and there is a more or less active interchange 
of heat between the metal and working fluid, thus making 
adiabatic expansion impossible. The cylinder has clearance 
and the effect of cushion steam has to be considered. The 
valves do not act instantly, and a certain amount of wire­
drawing is inevitable. It follows that the cycle of the 
actual engine deviates in many ways from the ideal Rankine 
cycle, which may be regarded as a standard unattainable in 
practice, but only approximated.more and more closely as the 
imperfections here noted are gradually reduced in magnitude,
0.
3^?
or completely eliminated. In the steam turbine, many of the 
above mentioned defects are almost inappreciable in the most 
perfect types. Complete expansion is invariably attained in 
multiple stage turbines-.
Efficiency standards. The ratio of the heat transformed 
into work to the total heat supplied is usually termed the 
thermal efficiency of the engine. The thermal efficiency, 
however, does not give the useful criterion of the good or 
bad qualities of an engine; as it does not take into account 
the conditions under which the engine works. It has become 
customary in estimating the engine performance to establish 
certain other ratios.
Let q heat supplied to engine per pound of steam.
R" hear transformed into work by an engine working 
with an ideal Rankin© cycle*
heat transformed by an actual engine into work
under the same conditions.
work equivalent of qH , the indicated work.
W*= work obtained at the brake.
thermal efficiency of ideal Rankine 
engine.
thermal efficiency of actual engine.
q* _
— ©i.ficiency ratio based on indi­
cated work.
We have then:
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•vb —
The ratios
__A Wj,
Q r 
__ Wb
w<
— brake efficiency ratio based on 
work at the brake.
— mechanical efficiency.
andc  “ “  T  are sometimes called the 
potential efficiencies of the engine, the first being indi­
cated potential efficiency and the second brake potential 
efficiency. When the term efficiency is used without . 
qualification, it usually means the efficiency ratio or 
potential efficiency rather than the thermal efficiency.
It is clear that the useful criterion of the performance 
of an engine is the ratio , for we have
Of the heat q supplied, only the heat qRcould be 
transformed into work by the ideal engine, using the Rankine 
cycle, hence the heat, qn, rather than the potential heat 
q should be charged to the engine. The ratio
v q r
is a measure of the extent to which the engine transforms 
into work the heat q^ that may possibly be thus transformed} 
it may be called the cylinder efficiency. The ratio 
measures the mechanical perfection of the engine, hence the 
product f measures the performance of the engine
both from the thermodynamic and mechanical standpoints.
The efficiencies V  and T> may be given another equi-
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valent definitions that are frequently useful.
Let N ^  s.steam consumption of ideal Rankine engine 
per horse power hour,
N ^  = steam consumption of actual engine,
N b = steam consumption of actual engine per brake 
horse power hour,
then
N B N R
Y\i = ---- and n u —  - -
CHAPTER II.
Construction and Use of Graphs.
The main object of this work has been to devise and 
construct a chart by means of which Rankine cycle efficiencies 
may be obtained directly. A dhort description of
how the chart was devised, will probably abbreviate the ex­
planation necessary for its understanding.
The final form of Rankine efficiencies for either sat­
urated or superheated steam as already deduced is
or in general it is of the form =  1 — ....... which co­
..................  .. V bmcides with the form of the versed sine of an angle °c (Fig. 8 ) 
whose legs are a and c and hypotenuse b.
c
B’ig. 8
Thus, if we find means to make a = r, x,and b a* i -  q' , we have 
the problem solved. In the first place, both a and b must 
represent heat units to the same scale, and in the second 
place we have to obtain them in such a final position that
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a be one leg and b the hypotenuse of a right triangle. 
Beginning with the numerator, we have: a =  ra xc .
r z car. be found if the back pressure is known. In the 
second quadrant, of graph I, using pressures as ordinates, 
and heat as abscissae, the curve r has been plotted. This 
curve gives values,(a b), of r2 for any required pressure, p£ . 
See Fig. 9.
Fig. 9
Now, in order to obtain the value a b along the axis P, 
follow a vertical line thru b up to its intersection with the 
45° line thru 0 and from c along a horizontal to locate d. 
Therefore: 0 d = d c  =  b a =  r
By following the adiabatic (vertically down) in the 
Mollier’s chart in quadrant I, to pa, the quality xc can be 
obtained. Now the problem is to multiply rzby xt.
In the quadrant II shown in Fig. 10, x was plotted as 
abscissae, and lines drawn from the point of zero quality to
oz
different points on the vertical axis with the following 
results. Since quality can vary from zero to one, if we
draw a line from the point of zero quality to the end of the 
line 0 d representing r^, the ordinate for any given 
quality will represent the product r,, times that quality.
Thus, after locating the point d , follow a radial line pass­
ing thru that point until it intersects with the required 
quality at point e , then project this point upon the vertical 
axis by following a horizontal to point f. The line 0 f will 
represent the product raxc corresponding to a , of Fig. 8 .
Now the denominator b =  it- q^. i£ is the heat content 
of the steam at high pressure, thus, Mollier's diagram will 
readily give it. Point g (Fig. 11) is such a point, and h 
is its projection on the vertical axis. The heat of the 
liquid qz at p2 can be obtained on the second quadrant. A 
curve q has been plotted with pressures as ordinates and 
heats of liquid as abscissae. Thus, the value of q2=(a j) 
can be obtained for any given back pressure pa . This distance 
a j has to be subtracted from h which represents i^ thus
la
follow up a vertical thru j until it intersects with g h 
produced at k and from this point follow down the 45° line 
k 1 to its intersection with the vertical axis at 1, then 
0 1 —  O h  - h i  hut h 1 =  k h =  aj= therefore 0 l
represents (iE —  q^). This line must he the hypotenuse of 
our triangle (Fig. 8 ) so we have to revolve it around the 
origin 0 until th9 point 1 be at a distance equal to rz x^ 
from the horizontal axis, thus the intersection m of the arc 
passing thru 1 and the horizontal line thru f is the apex of 
the triangle of Fig. 8, therefore the versed sine of the angle 
which this line o m makes with the horizontal is the Rankirie 
efficiency for the given conditions. On the graph these versed 
sines are already found and printed on the radial lines, thus 
allowing us to read the efficiencies directly.
All the above discussion assumes, among other conditions, 
that the steam is completely expanded, thus it applies per­
fectly to steam turbines, but in steam engines this expansion, 
altho it is not unattainable is impracticable, because of 
the large volumes of cylinders required, the steam being 
released while under considerable pressure. The steam in this 
state contains an appreciable amount of available energy, which 
is turned unavailable by the process of free expansion. The 
heat wasted is represented by the area F E C (Fig. 12).
In treating steam engines with the criterion described 
for chart I, injustice is done by charging the engine for not 
using energy that it is not allowed to use. On this account, 
a second chart has been devised by means of which the heat
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lost by incomplete expansion can be readily obtained, if the 
percent of cut-off or the ratio of expansion of the engine 
under consideration is known. This problem, if taken from 
the theoretical side, is quite a complicated one, and when 
such a problem is undertaken graphically it becomes almost 
an impossibility. Many schemes were tried, but all so tedious 
and complicated that they resulted impracticable, until at 
last the following scheme was devised and seems to work
rather satisfactorily.
0 0 b ' S
Fig. 11 Fig. 12
A large I S diagram xor steam was accurately constructed 
and all convenient constant volume lines were drawn on it; 
the areas were integrated by accurate planimeters.
The areas on this diagram shown in Fig. 12 represent 
heat units to a certain scale. An arbitrary base-line K M 
was drawn; tor convenience it was made to pass thru t —  32° F.
In Graph II quadrant I represented in Fig. 14, heat
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values as ordinates, can be obtained for any given release 
pressure p3 and entropy S. Such values are represented by 
the areaK M E (Fig. 12). p3 , if it is not given can be found 
as follows: upon the Mollier diagram a constant specific
volume diagram was superimposed, thus allowing us to read 
specific volumes of the steam at any given state. Wow if the 
ratio of expansion is given, the final volume can be readily 
obtained without computation by using the graph of quadrant IV 
of graph II.
The graph on quadrant IV represented in Fig. 13 consists 
of a combination of logarithmic scales such that, if we choose 
any point, say 10, on the top horizontal line and follow down
the oblique line to the right until it intersects any horizon­
tal line, say 10, and from this intersection follow up the 
oblique line to the right also until it intersects the first 
horizontal line at a point corresponding to the product of the 
two previous numbers. Now, if instead of going to the right,
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we repeat the process going to the left, the last number will 
be the quotient of the first divided by the second.
Thus, coming to our problem of finding the final specific 
volume of the steam which is equal to the initial specific 
volume times the ratio of expansion; the process of multipli­
cation is carried on as explained before.
In the Mollier chart, having the initial conditions of 
the steam, the adiabatic line can be followed down to p3 , 
if given, or to V3 , the final specific volume as previously 
obtained. The entropy S and pressure p3 at this state must 
be recorded. With these two data the heat represented by the 
area K M E(Fig. 12) can be obtained, thus locating a point a 
and its projection on the vertical axis, point b (Fig. 14).
Fig. 14
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If from the area K M E (Fig. 12) we subtract the area 
K M D C , which depends only upon the back pressure Pj, and 
the same entropy as before, we will obtain the required area 
F E C minus the little triangle K F D. Thus, knowing the 
pressure pt and the entropy S this last area K M 3 D can be 
obtained on the second quadrant (Fig.14) in a similar way to 
that followed to obtain the area K M E on the first quadrant, 
thus locating point c. Now the distance p4 c must be subtract­
ed from 0 b (Fig. 14), hence from c follow a horizontal until 
it meets the 45 line passing thru 0, at point d , and from 
here follow a vertical thru d until it intersects a b pro­
duced at e and from this point descend along the 45* line 
e f meeting the vertical axis at f. Hence: 0 f ■=. o b - b f; 
but b f =  b e= c p2; therefore, o f equals area K M E minus 
area K M C D which is equal to the required area F C E minus 
the little triangle K F D. Now this little triangle depends 
in the first place, on the location of the constant volume 
line K F E which in turn depends upon the pressure ps and 
entropy S thru point E. On the quadrant III Fig. 14 from 
p follow a vertical down to its intersection with the proper 
entropy line at g. The oblique line passing thru this point 
g gives the constant volume line which limits the triangle on 
the side K F. K D being part of the liquid curve is naturally 
fixed,thus the area of the triangle is now solely dependent 
on the location of the side D F or the back pressure p . 
Therefore follow the oblique line up to its intersection with 
the p^ line, on the upper part of the quadrant at point h.
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The distance from this point h to the horizontal axis repre­
sents the area of the little triangle, which as we said be­
fore, must be added to the line 0 f in order to obtain a 
line which may represent the required area F C E. The cus­
tomary process is followed for this addition. From point 
h follow a horizontal to its point of intersection with the 
45° line passing thru 0 at point j; from this point follow 
up a vertical line until it intersects at k the 45° line f e 
passing thru f already found and project this point k upon 
the vertical axis, thus obtaining the point 1. Hence:
0 1 =  0 f + f 1> but f 1 = k 1 =  j j? which equals the area 
of the triangle ; therefore, 0 1 represents the heat lost by 
incomplete expansion.
With the process of incomplete expansion, q } remains 
unchanged, but qg is increased by the heat equivalent of the 
area i< E G, thus, if we call this heat loss q^ we have
Thus, the numerator of the fraction must be increased by q .' 
This heat value having been recorded as obtained, transfer it
*#)
and substituting values we have
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to chart I(Fig. 11), from o to q3 on the quadrant II. Now 
in order to add this line 0 q3 to o f , follow a horizontal 
thru q3 until it meets the 45* line t o at point t and from 
here follow up a vertical until it intersects the 45° line 
passing thru f at point n, whose projection on the vertical 
axis is u and produced still further it meets the arc 1 r m 
at point r. The line r 0 making an angle with the hor­
izontal. This line fixes a new efficiency more nearly 
the true efficiency of the engine.
Nothing thus far has been said of the steam consumption 
per horse power hour, which is equal to
N — J54S
q,-q*
Care should be taken in dealing with steam engines, to 
change q^ for (q^-f-qj) if the correction for incomplete 
expansion be made, therefore
N = 2546
q.-Uagb q3)
An auxiliary scale has been drawn between the horizontal 
axis and the top scale of diagram on quadrant IV of chart II 
represented in Fig. 15.
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The scale A A represents the top scale^of the computation 
diagram. The scale B B has been so located that steam con­
sumptions can be read directly above any value of (q(—  qg ) 
placed on the scale A A.
Thus far we have covered all the ground intended, that 
is, the construction and use of the graphs has been thoroly 
and carefully explained.
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CHAPTER III
Typical Examples
A few typical examples actually worked "by numerical 
calculations, will serve for two purposes: first, to give 
some idea of the amount of labor expended in each one of 
the processes, and second, to test the degree of accuracy 
of the results obtained by the use of the charts.
The numerical calculations will be given in detail, 
and the results obtained, being the true results, must serve 
as checks for those obtained by the use of the charts, whose 
manipulation has been previously explained.
Example 1- Find the heat transformed into work, the 
efficiency and the steam consumption of an engine working 
under the following conditions: p(= 200* abs., p = 15^ abs.
and x =  .95. Complete expansion assumed. (Fig.2 )
Data from tables
T. — 842 abs T2=673 abs
r, n  845.2 r, =969.7
q' =  354.9 
Sf' = .5437 ? —.3133
xc 2
Substituting values, we have x^.82
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q =• q q -+■ x r•^| 1^ 72 B I
-  975
<l*=xcr2.
- 795
q. '  q2_~ (975 795)= 180
ki -  180 .H .185 or 18.5 f
K -
q,
2546
975
2546 —  14.15 lb.
q —  q 180l 2
Example 2. Given turbine working under Rankine cycle
ifconditions. p(= 250 abs., 25.9 in. Hg. vaccum or 2 abs.
equals p2 , initial superheat 300° F (See Fig. 4)
Data from tables, i^=1363.5
SE- 1.6905
q'=94•^2
r4=1021 
Sj— . 1749 
Tz~ 586 abs.
382.5_ 
126975
and substituting values, x = .869
(q, -  9^382 .5
30.1
«. 2546 . -i -iN — ----------- — 6 .6 5  lb .382.5
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Example 3 - Given an engine working under the following 
conditions: pt 150**abs., p2= &abs., quality of steam =  .99, 
ratio of expansion* 2. To find: heat transformed into work, 
efficiency, and steam consumption. (See Fig. 5)
Vj= 2v( =  5 .97 c u . f t .
P3=P/f|) = 68‘2* abs*
- 4 )
Data from tables, and 
calculated.
n 1.139
if
5.97cu.fi
i 2.98cu. ft. p2= 2 abs.
=.9375
F t vj - Vg 
=.0326
q ,- <!**<+V 1-(q 'a+xE^ - x lr(rg- ^ )
=209.02 B. t. u.
9r qr q2+ x »r.
=  1091.2 B. t. u.
II =  .!239 or 12.39 foV 1091.2 '
• ( _  2 546 - 0 ori -,N = ------ =  18.82 lb.135.5
k^=-p = 150 abs.i p = 68.2 abs.3
v >  173.5cuft. r2= 1021
r,= 863.2 x =  .0326
q== 330.2 q'= 94
xB=.99 xf.9375
908.7 q3=270.8
828.7
A
^>=956.7
T3=761 abs. T=818.5°abs
Sj = .514 s'= .4387
Graphical solution. The previous problems were worked
out by means of the charts and the results checked three 
times, with the following results,
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Heat tranfd. Steam Rankine
into work. consumption efficiency
Problem i, trial 1 180 14.0 18.5
t» i ft 2 178 14.2 18.4
ft i ft 3 180 14.1 18.5
n i from calc. 180 14.15 18.5
Problem 2, trial 1 382 6.7 30.0
ft 2 ft 2 383 6.6 30.2
ft 2 ft 3 381 6.8 30.0
!» 2 from calc. 382.5 6.65 30.1
Problem 3> trial 1 136 18.9 12.5
tt 3 t» 2 137 18.9 12.6
ft 3 tf 3 137 18.9 12*6
tf 3 from calc. 135.5 18.82 12.39
The close check of these results is the most evident 
proof of the accuracy and usefulness of the charts.
END


